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F. Abdullayeva

SOME LINGUISTIC PECULIARITIES OF THE LAHORE TAFSÏR, 
ITS DATE AND PROVENANCE

The monument described in the present article is a Persian 
Commentary (tafslr) on the Qur’an. The manuscript of the 
Commentary is preserved now in the Library of the Lahore 
University (Pakistan), hence one of its names —  the Lahore 
Tafsir (henceforth LT) [1]. Formerly it belonged to the late 
Prof. M. ShlranI who bequeathed the manuscript to the Li
brary [2].

In 1966 a facsimile edition of LT  appeared, with a brief 
introduction by M. Mlnavl, under the title o f Tafsir-i 
Qur'an-i Pak [3]. The text o f LT is unique, it represents a 
part (46 folios) o f a Commentary on the second Sura Al- 
Baqara—  “The Cow” (65— 151/161— 146 Flugel and 
233). The beginning and the end of the manuscript, as well 
as its colophon are missing, so the name of its author or 
copyist and the date of the manuscript are unknown.

In 1966, shortly after M. Mlnavl's publication, an arti
cle by A. Z. Khuyl in Yaghma appeared, where its author 
considered some idiomatic peculiarities of the text [4]. Four 
years later, A. RavaqI issued a printed edition of LT, sup
plemented with a vocabulary marking all original, and even 
unique meanings and spellings present in the text, as well 
as archaic forms and dialectological peculiarities [5]. To 
illustrate the parallel use of the unusual vocabulary of LT  in 
other Persian works, A. RavaqI is citing 77 writings com
posed in the 9th— 15th centuries.

At the International Congress held in Ann-Arbour in 
1968 J. Matin! delivered a paper dealing with the spelling, 
the manner of writing, and the style of the 11th century 
Persian works. In his paper J. Matin! compared the manner 
of writing which is characteristic of three earliest prose 
texts: Hidayat al-Muta'allimln f i  al-Tibb (A.D. 1100), Al- 
Abnlya ‘an Haqa'iq al-Adwiya (A.D. 1069) to L T [6]. In 
1971 a famous Isfahan calligrapher and scriptologist 
M. Fada’ili published his Atlas-i Khatt containing a passage 
from L T [7]. According to M. Fada’ill, the style and spell
ing of LT  are characteristic of the Persian texts written in 
Arabic script at the earliest stage of the New Persian lan
guage.

In the same year (1971) an article by D. N. MacKenzie 
dealing with the most peculiar words of the text ap
peared [8]. In many cases etymologies were suggested to 
supplement those quoted in the Burhan-i Q atf and in
G. Lazard's famous work [9]. D. N. MacKenzie was the 
first to reveal a distinct eastern Parthian and even Sogdian 
layers in the language of LT[\0].

We are most grateful to Iranian scholars Dr. A. Taf- 
fazzull and Dr. J. Mazahirl who pointed out several impor

tant publications concerning LT  to the author o f this article. 
These are a brief study of the linguistic peculiarities of LT  
by ‘All Ashraf Sadiql [11] and a detailed monograph in
vestigating its orthographic system by Husayn Davarl 
AshtyanI [12].

LT  is a bilingual text. In other words, after each quota
tion from the Qur’an a short commentary in Arabic follows, 
then its Persian translation supplemented with extensive 
comments comes. There are many quotations from qissas 
and hadiths, for the most part with references to their 
sources, though as a rule the isnads are incomplete. In all 
16 qissas and 7 hadiths are present in the text which is 
given in different versions. The names o f 37 theologians 
are mentioned in the isnads. They are: Ibn ‘Abbas and al- 
Kalbl (his name mentioned 8 times), Hasan al-Basrl 
(6 times), Wahb ibn Munabbih and Khaja Imam (5 times), 
‘Umar ibn Khattab (4 times), KhurasanI, Shafi‘1 (3 times), 
‘Ikrima, Abu Hurayra, Ba Mansur MataridI, Isma’Il SuddI, 
Mujahid, Abu Hanlfa (each mentioned two times), Yusha‘ 
ibn Nun, Abu Bakr Siddiq, ‘All b. Abl Talib, Ibn ‘Umar 
Dhahhak, Ibn Surya, QadI Abu ‘Asim, Khaja Abu Ja‘far, 
Sa‘d Mu‘adh, Waqidi, Bara‘azib, ‘Abd Allah ibn Salam, 
Abu Yusuf, Muhammad ibn Hasan, Malik b. Anas, ‘A ’isha, 
Zafar, Masakin, and Abu Hayada Rahib (mentioned only 
once).

In the text which is written in prose there is a little pas
sage in verse, a single Arabic bayt:

'iza saqata sam aun  bi ’ardi qawmin 
ra ’aynahu wa ’in kanii ghidaban

When it was raining on the earth of people,
We were looking at it, though we were angry.

This verse was cited to illustrate the polysemy of the 
word samcC.

When considering the text o f LT, it is probably worth
while to bear in mind that most o f the survived Persian 
manuscripts of the 11th— 12th centuries are of secular na
ture [13]. In his comprehensive book G. Lazard investi
gated 51 prose texts of the 10th— 11th centuries [14]. Only 
9 of them can be classified as works on theology. 
Ch. A. Storey achieved the same results (4 works on theol
ogy and 14 secular texts) [15]. O. F. Akimushkin explains 
this fact by 1) different unfavourable circumstances: wars, 
fires etc.; 2) bad quality of manuscripts; 3) the dominating 
role of the Arabic language, especially in the field of 
Qur’anic studies [16].
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In the works devoted to LT  some attempts were made 
to date the text. Most of scholars are inclined to think that 
LT  was written in the period between the 10th and 12th 
centuries. As for its provenance, in his introduction to the 
facsimile edition of the text M. Mlnavl suggested that LT

P h o n e t i c  p e c u l i a r i t i e

The text is written in two scripts: one of the Kufi styles 
was used for Qur’anic quotations, and the early form of 
Naskh —  for Arabic and Persian commentaries. The text is 
partly vocalized. Diacritic marks are applied to toponyms, 
personal names and those words which appeared to be dif
ficult from the author's (or copyist's) point o f view. He felt 
it necessary to help the reader to pronounce these words in 
a proper way and to understand their meaning.

The peculiarities o f the use of the Persian arabographic 
script in LT  allow us to make the following conclusions:

1. The existence in the text of the letters fa-yi si-nukta 
for (3 and zal-i fa rsl for postvocalic 8  in verbal forms brings 
LT  close to the earliest manuscripts o f the New Persian 
prose. The letter 8  is rarely used (only 73 times in the text 
of 92 pages: 31 times in the word bashaS and 20 times — 
in words with the stem shu8-). At the same time the letter 
dal appears in the text in the verbs padlruftan: padir-, 
gudashtan: gudar-.

2. AI i f  with madda for long -a- in the plural suffix -an , 
is transferred into the initial syllabic ’a : D’N ” N — “sages”, 
N ’BYN” N —  “blinds”, etc.

3. There are two graphic variants of the letter yd: the 
main one —  full-shaped letter with points above or below 
and the auxiliary form —  incomplete, with points under the 
letter or with no points at all. From the contextual fre-

M o r p h o l o g i c a l

1. To form plural nouns suffix - ’N is used for animate 
nouns and suffix -H ’ for inanimate nouns. There is, how
ever, one exception: in the Arabic word sufla, which ends 
in -a plus suffix -an; -g-> -k- is “restored”: suflagan (14,
19) —  “base, mean”. At the same time Persian words may 
get Arabic plural suffixes: NYRNJ’T(38, 23) —  “witch
craft, trick”, cf. NayRNGH’ (33, 18) neranghd, Tajik: 
uaupam.

2. The article used for distinction is not obligatory. 
This is in conformity with G. Lazard's suggestion made in 
connection with the text o f Tafslr-i Tabari [19], that the 
initial period of the early New Persian language could be 
defined as the time when the article was in the process of 
developing a new function. If taken as a criterion for dating 
the text, it allows us to presume that LT  is “younger” than 
Tafslr-i Tabari. In LT  the article is used together with a per
sonal pronoun, while in Tafslr-i Tabari there is no evidence 
of any such use.

3. The Superlative is usually formed by the addition of 
suffix -tar. Suffix -tarln is also used but very rare —  only 
two times in the whole text. Besides comparative and super
lative adjectives, LT  has the so-called “intensive” form 
which is made up by a) reduplication of the stem with the 
infix “ izafa” na plr-i plr va na javan-i javan  (5, 2) —  “not

had been written in Khorasan-Ghazni [17]. A. Z. Khuyl, 
A. RavaqI, H. D. AshtyanI, Z. Safa [18], and M. Fada’ill 
agree with M. Mlnavl. To make these assumptions more 
sound it would be probably important to give an analysis of 
some linguistic peculiarities of the text.

a n d  s p e l l i n g  o f  LT

quency of the use of these variants it is possible to suggest 
that the traditional sign of hamza in the words ending in -a 
developed from the auxiliary variant o f yd. The letter yd, 
with or without diacritic signs, stands for the phonemes [I], 
[el \y l [Y], Ve\, [/], [Ve] and [F’F].

4. The long -o- appears in such words as Y ^W B H G ’H 
(67.14) —  “aim, object o f desire”, R ^W Y  (11 ,1 ) —  “cop
per”, G ^W S ’LH (15, 1) — “ca lf’, B^W ZNH (12, 10) — 
“monkey”, F“RGHa/uL (11, 13) —  “negligence” . But one 
cannot be sure whether the diacritic mark placed here is 
“damma” or “fatha”.

5. The following series of vowels can be distinguished 
in the text o f LT: long vowels —  [a], [e], [F], [o], [u] and 
short vowels —  [a], [/], [u\. The comparison of the two 
ways of spelling, like: TRS’” N (56, 14) tarsa'an  —  “Chri
stians”, M ’HayY (1, 8) mdhVe —  “fish”, J’DWY (45, 1) 
jaduyl —  “witchcraft” and ZN’SHWYY (42, 6) zanasho- 
y l —  “matrimony”, GD’YY (38, 12) gadayl —  “poverty”, 
brings us to the conclusion that two different phonetic tra
ditions are reflected in LT.

6. Consonants in LT  are the following: [/?], [¿], [m\, [/], 
[d\, [ch], [/], M , [k], [gl [/], [v], [s], [iA], [z], [zh], [/], [r], 
[y], [jc], [gh], [h\. The presence in the text of letters for fa-yi 
si-nukta and zal-i farsl could be explained by the influence 
of its protograph.

p e c u l i a r i t i e s

very old and not very young”, zard-i zard (5, 10) —  “very 
yellow” (in such cases the sign of “kasra” is used); b) with 
the help of the words saxt, nek: scoct zard (8, 4) —  “very 
yellow”, nek mihraban (87, 22) —  “very gracious”.

4. Enclitics of personal pronouns after final vowels of 
stems are lost: VQTH’SH (54, 22) vaqtha-sh —  “[do] it 
sometime”, DSHMNYT’N (31, 23) dushmanl-tan — “your 
hostility”, DLH’SH’N (41, 9) dilha-shan —  “their hearts”. 
The 1st sing, enclitic has the vowel -u-\ ’BN ‘aMuM (20, 5) 
ibn-i 4am-um — “my cousin”. But it should be admitted 
that this is the only example where the vowel of the 
1st sing, appears as a diacritic mark. The position of the 
enclitics is not rigidly fixed: ab-u nan-ish (-/- is marked 
with kasra) nadihad (67, 23) —  “neither water nor bread 
one will give him”, bijumbld-ish (73, 21) — “shook him”, 
har shab du mahl-yish muzd dadand-e (38, 15) —  “every 
evening they gave him two fishes in payment”, hanoz-ish 
pa kar nayaphganda and (6, 4) — “they have not yet en
gaged it (cow)”, pa-d-an [20] qibla k-it (marked with 
kasra) farmudem (92, 17) — “to that qibla we order
ed you”.

5. The ordinal numerals “second” and “third” are ex
pressed in LT  by the words dlgar and sidigar, respectively. 
There are three examples of the so-called “separating nu
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merals” which are formed by the addition of the suffix -g- 
an: dahgan-upanjgan (2, 4) —  “ten by ten, five by five”.

6. In LT  there are three homographs: hame —  adverb 
with the equivalent “constantly, ever”, verbal preposition 
and demonstrative particle. As an adverbial preposition 
hame or its variant me participates in the formation of the 
Present, Past, Future tense, and Imperative. Another verbal 
preposition bi- (in four cases bu-) has no contextual gram
matical meaning. It is found in verbal forms of the Present 
tense, Past, Perfect, Past Perfect, and Future. Very often it 
is used in combination with (ha)me and the suffix -e.

The Subjunctive mood is formed mainly by the addi
tion of the formant -e to verbs of the Present tense and 
Preterite. In some cases, diacritics are used in order to indi
cate personal verbal endings.

7. These are the following: 1st sing, -urn, in lstplur. 
-em and 2nd plur. -ed. The vowel -e- is marked by a 
“vertical fa tha”. The present indicative of the verb “to be” 
has a form with -/-: ist where a diacritic is used. In the Pres
ent indicative the substantive verb either loses its vowel in 
the postvocalic forms: an kasha-ra ki farmanburdar-i tu-nd 
(86, 6) —  “those who are obedient to you”, na man dost-i 
tu-m (53, 8) —  “Am I not your friend?” or it has the io- 
tated variant: in juhudan kas nayand (56, 3) —  “these Jews 
are nobody”.

8. The manuscript seems to belong to the period when 
prefixed verbs were much used [21]. In the text there are 
more than fifty prefixed verbs compounded with proverbs 
(ian)dar , baz, bar \  b a r2, furo{d). The most productive of 
them is b a r1: bar balidan —  “grow”, bar xastan —  “stand 
up”, bar raftan —  “go upwards”, etc. (all in all 17 verbs).

There are also verbs not found in the available diction
aries of the New Persian language including the Tajik Dic
tionary [22]. Some prefixed verbs are distinguished for 
their original meanings, not found in the vocabularies: an- 
dar apgandan —  “engage”, andar istandan —  “begin”, baz 
giriftan — “hold back” bar giriftan —  “take for”, bar 
saxtan — “turn into”, bar gashtan —  “distort”, etc.

9. The Perfect has four variants: a) formed from the 
past participle by the addition of enclitic Present o f the 
substantive verb —  karda ed  (10, 11) — “you have made”;
b) from the Past participle with prefix bi- and enclitic pres
ent or the substantive verb: bigiravida em (12, 3) — “we 
have believed”, c) Past participle by the addition of the pre
sent indicative of the substantive verb: karda bashed (55,5) 
— “you have made”, d) Past participle, the Present indica
tive of the substantive verb and prefix bi-: bimurda bashad 
(16, 23) — “she has died”.

10. The Plusquamperfect is formed by the past partici
ple, the past indicative of the substantive verb and also with 
the addition of the suffix -e to a substantive verbal form: 
shinida budand-e (12, 12) —  “they had heard”.

11. There are two causative infixes in the text. One of 
them is the traditional -an-: nishastan: nishandan (and 
nishaxtan). Another one is -an: bix(w)abanid  (69, 8) — 
“lay down”. One of the most peculiar features of LT  is the 
so-called “double causative” form of the verb shudan in the 
phrase: va likan kafir-ra vabishavanum andar an jahan pa  
payvah-e dardnak (71, 15) —  “However, I shall bring a pa
gan by force into a painful punishment in the other world”. 
The transitive verb vabishavandan appears to have the 
proverb va-, which means that it is followed by the adver
bial modifier of place. This is the only time this proverb is 
used in the text. It is not certain if bi- in vabishavanum is

the verbal prefix bi-. Possibly this bi- here is the same as 
bu- in another word from LT: buruxshidan/ BURUXSHYDN 
(8, 5) — “shine”, cf. NP ruxshidan, raxshidan where bu — 
< wi: wiruxsh-. May be *bishawaya-, *vishavaya, *api- 
shavaya> bishav-. The stem (bi)shav- is not of Persian 
origin, because in Persian the causative form from shyav- 
“go” is absent. D. N. MacKenzie suggested an etymon for 
vabishavanum: Parth. FRSH’W- “send” [23]. According to 
A. Ghilain [24], Parth. FRSH’W is the causative to OP 
shaw- / shy aw- “go”. The idea of vabishavanum as a double 
causative can be proved by the I. Yu. Krachkovsky's trans
lation of the Qur’an as illustrated by the Qur’anic phrase: 
thumma 4adtarruhu 4la 4adhabi-n-nari (2, 126) —  “but 
will soon drive them to the torment of Fire” where the verb 
‘adtarruhu for the vabishavanum  is translated by Krach- 
kovsky as “bring by force” [25]. H. W. Bailey supposed 
that Parthian FRSH’W- had developed not from 
* shawl shyaw “go” but from shaw-: shuta “drive, push, im
pel” [26]. The use of this word seems to be unique for that 
period. For the sake of comparison it will be enough to 
mention that the word 4adtarruhu corresponds to bechara 
kunam.

13. All the traditional participles are found in the text. 
Present participles are quite conspicuous for their elaborate 
and complicated constructions, they are exact caiques of 
their Arabic counterparts. Their existence in LT  can be ex
plained by the author’s wish to express the meaning of the 
Qur’anic terms as close to the original as his native lan
guage allowed him. Hence such words as rastgdykunanda 
(33, 12) — “speaker of the truth” for Arabic musaddaqun; 
muzhdagandihanda (32, 5) —  “by bringing good news” for 
Arabic // та... bushra, etc. Usually these forms stand in 
contrast with the style of the text which is generally light 
and lively, with numerous conversational and idiomatic ex
pressions. It should be mentioned, however, that sometimes 
these caiques, in spite of their artificial nature, are more 
profound than their Arabic equivalents in the Qur’an. For 
example: bad? u-s-samawati w a-l-ardi (2, 117) ... guft 
allahu ta'alla badi ast... va mubdi-i navsazanda-уё bud 
(62, 5) —  “To Him is due the primal origin o f the heavens 
and the earth (Qur’an). He said: Lord is the Creator... He 
was the Creator who created things from the very begin
ning...”

14. The conjunction ham has two functions in the 
text — uniting and subordinating. In the second case ham 
stands in the post verbal position: chi agar kas-ё bisyar 
dida bashad yoban-i an bashad (67, 15) —  “ if someone is 
looking there for a longtime he aspires to it” . In Tajik a 
similar construction has survived, cf.:

Я к чанд дар ин ца%он зи худ  пайдо шав,
Бар \у с н у  цамоли зиндаги шайдо шав,
Сино нашави \а м  азми синои кун,
Мацнун нашави \а м  ошики Лайло шав [27].
yak chand dar in jahon zi xud paydo shav 
bar husnu jam oli zindagi shaydo shav 
sino nashavi ham azmi sinoi kun 
majnun nashavi ham oshiqi laylo shav

“Reveal yourself by something in the world,
Be mad of love for the beauties of life,
If you are not Avicenna aspire to be him 
If you are not Majnun love Layli” .

In LT ham is also a demonstrative pronoun [28].
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15. There is a phrase in the text: pas hame shab-e az 
shabha ezad-e ta‘ala an qawm-ra ki mahi girifta budand 
kappiyan gardanid (1, 25) —  “then in one o f the nights the 
Lord turned those people who had fished into monkeys”, 
where hame can be regarded not as a proverbial prefix or 
adverb but a demonstrative particle meaning “here, sud
denly, then”. The specific meaning of the particle hame, 
which in LT  continues the old “always, constantly” was il
lustrated by M. N. Bogolyubov [29], who suggested as a 
possible etymon for the particle hame the old demonstrative 
pronoun aita- with the particle ham. M. N. Bogolyubov 
proved it by numerous quotations from RudakI, A. BalkhI, 
Baf ami, GurganI, Firdausi, from the Tafsir-i Surabadi, 
Tafsir-i Tabari, and other early texts of the New Persian 
period.

16. The multifunctional postposition in the text appears 
in three variants -mar... -ra (the most common form), ... -ra 
and mar... (occurs two times). It is used in addition to the

direct object, the indirect object, in idiomatic expressions, 
together with modal verbs (bâyad), pleonastically (with or 
without prepositions) [30].

The facts described above concern the peculiarities of 
the phonetics and the grammar system of the text o f LT. 
They seem to confirm the opinion o f MacKenzie that LT  
and the Cambridge Tafsir [3\] texts are related. The lin
guistic analysis based on the bright peculiarities of LT  or
thography makes us come to the conclusion that this text is 
most likely to have been written in the region of Mà- 
warànnahr. It could be compiled in the period between the 
10th and the beginning of the 12th century when Persian 
was becoming the state language, gradually replacing Ara
bic. The formation of the New Persian language went along 
with the suppression of other Iranian languages. At the 
same time it was affected by them. This process is reflected 
in the text of the Lahore Tafsir.
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